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Word from the President

About IACA
IACA, the Indigenous Art Centre Alliance, is the peak body that
supports and advocates for the community-based Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander art and cultural centres of Far North
Queensland.
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The second half of the calendar year is always a
busy time for IACA. In addition to our ongoing
programs, our staff provide hands on support for
art centres at both the CIAF and DAAF art fairs.
We also host the much anticipated IACA Artists
Welcome, where this year we were very proud
to announce our partnership with the National
Museum of Australia (NMA), with Ian Coates
revealing that the NMA will be hosting as well as
acquiring the Belonging exhibition in 2021.

Indigenous Art Centre Alliance members:
Badu Art Centre / Badhulgaw Kuthinaw Mudh - Badu Island
Bana Yirriji Art Centre - Wujal Wujal
Erub Arts - Darnley Island
Girringun Aboriginal Art Centre - Cardwell
Gab Titui Cultural Centre
HopeVale Arts and Culture Centre
Lockhart River Art Centre
Mornington Island Art
Moa Arts / Ngalmun Lagau Minaral - Mua Island
Pormpuraaw Art and Culture Centre
Wei’num Arts - Western Cape York
Wik and Kugu Art Centre - Aurukun
Yalanji Arts - Mossman Gorge
Yarrabah Arts and Cultural Precinct
IACA member locations

Website

www.iaca.com.au
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IACA works under the guidance and direction of a majority
Indigenous Management Committee and is a not-for-profit
organisation. There are currently 13 member art centres spread
across the islands of the Torres Strait, the Gulf of Carpentaria,
Cape York and the tropical rainforest and coastal regions of Far
North Queensland.

Office

2019-2020 IACA Management Committee:
Phil Rist - (President) EO Girringun Aboriginal Corporation
Vikki Burrows - (Treasurer) Manager Bana Yirriji Art and Cultural Centre
Abe Muriata - Artist Girringun Aboriginal Art Centre
Solomon Booth - Board Chair Ngalmun Lagau Minaral Art Centre – Moa Arts
Harold Ludwick - Board Director Hopevale Aboriginal Art Centre
John Armstrong - Manager Mornington Island Art
Eric Orcher - Artist Yarrabah Arts and Cultural Precinct
Margaret Mara - Wei’num Arts and Crafts
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Our excellent Belonging and Northern Disclosure
project facilitators Edwina Circuitt, Rebecca
Dagnall and Curtis Taylor worked hard to deliver
professional arts development workshops to
artists across the Cape and Torres Strait. All
workshops have now been completed, and
the artistic outcome of these workshops is
truly impressive. Those who were at the last
IACA Members Conference were lucky enough
to witness the project presentations and I’m
sure will attest to the overall mood of pride
and excitement around these projects. Most
importantly we all had the chance to get back
to country, visit the rainforest region of the
Mosman Gorge area, and visit a fellow art centre
for the IACA Members Conference. We’re very
grateful to the Kuku Yalanji people for hosting
us on their country. Finally, we had the IACA
AGM and I am pleased to inform you that the
entire Management Committee was re-elected
with a welcome addition of Margaret Mara from
Wei’num Arts and Crafts.
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IACA supports the
Indigenous Art Code
IACA programs and events receive financial assistance from the Queensland Government through Arts
Queensland’s Backing Indigenous Arts initiative, from the Federal Government’s Ministry for the Arts through
the Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support program and the Indigenous Languages and Arts program and the
Australia Council for the Arts .

Phil Rist is the executive officer of the Girringun
Aboriginal Corporation and Deputy Chair of the
North Queensland Land Council. Phil is a widely
respected Nywaigi Indigenous leader whose
skill and determination has played a key role in
establishing the Girringun Aboriginal Corporation
as one of the most successful Indigenous
community-based organisations in Australia.
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Caught in the Net:
connecting ocean
conservation
with culture
In June, Erub Arts along with collaborating artists Marion
Gaemers and Lynnette Griffiths, team members Diann Lui (Arts
Manager), Walter Lui-Elder, Richard Kiwat (Board Member),
Kieran James (film maker), and volunteers Geoff Hirn and
Graham Ward, embarked on an exciting international arts project
that connected culture and the environment.
The project involved the install, opening and workshops for the
exhibition Caught in the Net at JGM Gallery in London.
Caught in the Net was a departure from past practice of creating
large colourful marine environments that portray dynamic
biodiversity, as shown in Ghost Nets of the Ocean. Instead, the
artists confronted the risks and threats the planet is facing due to
climate change and ocean pollution. This was challenging work
– conceptually, technically and artistically.
“Caught in the Net portrays hauntingly beautiful images of
marine life in a state of decay. This immersive diorama-like
exhibition tells a story known everywhere – a story about
threats facing coastal environments all around the world. In the
imagined world of Caught in the Net, a colourful green turtle and
flocks of frigate birds survey a stark dying marine environment
of bleached coral reefs with skeletal remains of eagle rays,
butterfish, shark and turtle. Small spots of life appear as ever
present hope in schools of shimmering sardines, colourful starfish
and crayfish. The atmosphere is uncomfortable with the tension
of life and death.” An extract from the catalogue essay by Dr.
Barbara Piscitelli AM.
Erub Arts went on to undertake archival research that could
only be conducted in England from the Haddon Collection and
London Missionary Society collection. This research will form the
foundation of the religious and cultural bodies of work being
planned by Erub Arts in conjunction with Gab Titui Cultural
Centre and Cairns Art Gallery. Erub Arts has always centered
its practice on a strong research base and the opportunity to
visit London and Cambridge and to see objects first hand has
inspired many ideas and questions. Developing the next body of
work back in Erub is an exciting challenge the artists are looking
forward to.
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Installation of Caught in the Net JGM Gallery and Erub
Art. Image: Lynnette Griffiths and Erub Arts

Caught in the Net was supported by the
Queensland Government through Arts
Queensland, the Australia Council for the
Arts, and the Torres Strait Regional Authority.
Sponsors for the project were project Sea Swift
Shipping and Sky Trans Airlines.
Diann Lui,
Erub Arts Manager

Lavinia Ketchel getting up close with artefacts at Cambridge.
Image: Lynnette Griffiths and Erub Arts

Jimmy K Thaiday and Florence Gutchen discussing a cone shell
artefact at Cambridge. Image: Lynnette Griffith and Erub Arts
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First Indigenous Manager
for Girringun Aboriginal Art
Centre
Joann Russo is the first ever Aboriginal woman to be
appointed as Manager for the Girringun Aboriginal Art
Centre, located in Cardwell.
In her role Joann empowers the Traditional Owner groups
of the region to prosper in their creative endeavours,
encourages the transfer of knowledge, and educates others
about the value that comes from Indigenous communities.
She works with Elders and members from the Djiru, Jirrbal,
Warrgamay, Girramay, Nywaigi, Gulnay, Gugu Badhan,
Bandjin & Warungnu Tribal groups.
Joann says, “The Elders and members of Girringun have
been my biggest supporters, they are the ones who gave me
the opportunity to step up into my current role. I am forever
grateful for their support and know I can confidently continue
to honour their vision with them”.

Joann Russo. Image: National Gallery of Australia

“My appointment is an
opportunity for all of the
community to be heard
and be represented on
their terms.”

Joann Russo is a Kuku Mini/Mitakoodi woman who was
born and raised on Nywaigi/Warrgamay Country. Her great
grandparents were part of the forced removal and as a result,
lost their connection to country and its peoples after being
placed on Palm Island. She is a mother of two young girls
and a strong advocate for Indigenous women’s and people’s
rights.
Joann has been employed at the Girringun Aboriginal Art
centre for 4 years, where she began as an Arts worker. She
moved on to managing the ethically licenced products and
other projects for Girringun Aboriginal Corporation, including
the first Girringun Youth Camp, an annual event held on
Country to empower future leaders. Joann is an alumni of the
National Galley of Australia’s Arts Leadership program, having
participated in 2018. The program helped her to understand
her leadership role within the community.

Members Conference
October 2019

Joann Russo and Melanie
Gibson visitingYalanji Arts.
Image: IACA

IACA held its second Members
Conference of 2019 at the
Mossman Gorge Centre idyllically located at the gateway
to the southern section of the
Daintree Rainforest and the
traditional lands of the Kuku
Yalanji people. The event began
with a Kuku Yalanji Welcome
to Country on the banks of the
river. Delegates were treated
to a Ngadiku Dreamtime tour
by local Kuku Yalanji guides,
which explored special places
and culturally significant sites
in Mossman Gorge, traditional
bush food sources, and included
demonstrations on traditional
plant use and ochre paint.
The conference agenda was
again jam packed and included
updates from Arts Queensland,
as well as a CIAF strategic
planning consultation session.
Guest speakers included
Rebekah Butler of Museums
& Galleries Queensland,
Steven Ducksbury from the
North Queensland Land

Council, Patricia Adjei from
the Australia Council for the
Arts, and Claire Summers
and Mandy Tripcony from the
Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair
Foundation.

Andrew Gibson demonstrating traditional ochre pigments on the
Ngadiku Dreamtime tour. Image: IACA

IACA Conference Group. Image: IACA

Joann says, “My appointment is an opportunity for all of the
community to be heard and be represented on their terms.
I am excited to see what the future holds for the art centre
considering it’s the first time an Aboriginal person has taken
the helm. I hope that I can inspire and be an example for
other Mob to step up and become leaders within their own
communities and art centres.”
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An amazing final presentation
on the IACA Northern
Disclosure workshops was held
by Curtis Taylor and Rebecca
Dagnall. Everyone enjoyed the
chance to see Curtis Taylor’s
powerful, award-winning short
film Yulubidyi - Until The End.
Edwina Circuitt gave a wrapup of the IACA Belonging
workshops which have been
held over the past six months,
and the Cultural Connections
partnership with the National
Museum of Australia. Finally,
the IACA members meeting
and AGM took place, where
the existing Management
Committee was re -elected
with the addition of Margaret
Mara from Wei’num Aboriginal
Art Centre.
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Shining light on the untold stories
of Cook from First Australians
Endeavour Voyage: The Untold Stories of Cook
and the First Australians is an exhibition exploring
stories from the HMS Endeavour’s voyage up the
east coast of Australia. Presenting both ‘the view
from the ship and the view from the shore’, it will
open at the National Museum of Australia (NMA)
in April 2020.
The exhibition is a key outcome of the National
Museum of Australia’s Endeavour 250 program
which includes three interrelated elements:
the Endeavour Voyage: The Untold Stories of
Cook and the First Australians exhibition, the
Encounters Fellowships and Cultural Connections.
Shona Coyne, Senior NMA Curator, said,
“Nothing speaks more powerfully in an exhibition
than the voice of community who are directly
related to the story. We know our audiences want
to hear the Indigenous perspective on this story
(Cook and the First Nations people) and these
artworks are key, in telling it. It’s about time this
story was told from both sides”.
IACA was invited to become a partner in the
Cultural Connections program which includes
arts development workshops run by IACA
facilitator Edwina Circuitt, as well as men and
women’s cultural maintenance camps. During
the workshops which were held in October and
November 2019, artists explored information from
the Endeavour voyage, including journal entries
written by Captain Cook and Joseph Banks, with
the artists from Hopevale, Yarrabah and Bana
Yirriji Arts Centres.

Esmae Bowen Hopevale Arts &
Cultural Centre. Image: Edwina
Circuitt IACA
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Hopevale Artists produced a series of lightboxes
exploring the interactions of the Guugu Yimithirr
people with Cook and his crew while stranded
at what is now known as Cooktown for 48 days
after the Endeavour ran aground on the Great
Barrier Reef. Artists from Yarrabah chose to make
White Devil Men out of rainforest driftwood,

Madge Bowen & Wanda Gibson at Hopevale Arts & Cultural Centre.
Image: Edwina Circuitt IACA.

“Nothing speaks more
powerfully in an exhibition
than the voice of community”
representing Cook and his crew. Bana Yirriji Arts in Wujal Wujal
explored many ideas such as Joseph Banks collecting plant and
animal specimens. Bana Yirriji artists learned that a huge hole was
torn in the Endeavours’ hull when it hit the reef off Weary Bay, so
chose to collect pieces of driftwood from Weary Bay and paint
their stories on the wooden fragments. Most of the driftwood was
from the surrounding rainforest but artists joked that it could be
pieces of the Endeavour!
The Cultural Connections workshops were a great success.
Artists loved learning more about the Endeavour’s first voyage
and addressing and responding to the history of it. The creative
outcomes have been extraordinary and most of the artworks
produced will be included in the exhibition.
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Madge Bowen wins Remote
Artist Award
Madge Bowen from HopeVale Art Centre in
Queensland has won the Remote Artist Award
at the Queensland Regional Art Awards (QRRA)
for her work titled Maramaka. The prize will see
her enjoy a fully funded one-week residency at
McGregor Summer School valued at $2,500.
QRAA is an annual visual arts prize and
exhibition for established and emerging artists
living in regional and remote Queensland. The
program aims to provide a platform for further
professional development. Artists who reside
outside of the Brisbane City Council boundary
are eligible to enter the Queensland Regional
Art Awards.
Madge says of her winning work, “I always like
to paint my traditional homeland of Bulgan
(Kings Plain). I feel a deep spiritual connection
to my land, and the sacred sites on it, including
the plants and the animals. Maramaka is a kind
of fig tree that grows in Far North Queensland,
and there are lots of them on my homeland. I
love to paint them, because even though my
family no longer live my land, when I see one, I
feel that deep connection to Bulgan.”

“I feel a deep spiritual
connection to my land,
and the sacred sites on it,
including the plants and
the animals.”
Madge Bowen, Maramaka, Screen print on linen 2019. Image: HopeVale Arts
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Belonging
and Northern
Disclosure
After two years, the Belonging and Northern
Disclosure arts development workshops have
now been completed at all 13 IACA member
Art Centres. Delivered by experienced
facilitators Edwina Circuitt, Rebecca Dagnall,
and Curtis Taylor, the artistic outcomes
of the workshops are incredible, as artists
experimented with new materials and
techniques including photography, filmmaking,
painting, ceramics, and sculpture. Photography
and film workshops were selected by artists
from the Torres Strait and Mapoon on Cape
York. The images and films which have been
produced are extraordinary and the artists have
learnt editing and post-production skills so they
can continue this new art form. The project has
given the art centres a legacy of skills, artistic
expression and knowledge of best quality
materials for the future.

Philomena Yeatman , Belonging ‘hairy men’ Yarrabah Art Centre.
Image: Edwina Circuitt IACA

To bring this exhibition to realisation, IACA is
proud to partner with the National Museum
of Australia (NMA) in Canberra who has
recognised the cultural significance of the
Belonging works. The NMA will acquire the
collection and host the exhibition in mid-2021,
before it tours nationally. The impressive body
of work includes over 400 artworks representing
each of the 13 IACA art centre members,
bringing together artists from the islands of
the Torres Strait, the Gulf of Carpentaria, Cape
York, and the tropical rainforest and coastal
regions. The incredibly diverse environment is
reflected in the vibrant and varied work of the
artists which personifies the country and culture
of Far North Queensland.

Sheryl Pamulkan with her painting from the Belonging workshop.
Image: Edwina Circuitt IACA

Rebecca Dagnall demonstrating technical
effects during the photography workshop on
Badu Island. Image: Badu arts
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For more, read ‘A new age of appreciation for
First Nations visual arts’ by Diana Carroll first
published 4/10/19 on ArtsHub
Wei’num artists during the Northern Disclosure photography.
Image: Wei’num Arts
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In Profile: Ethel Thomas

Ethel Thomas (Warthardangathi Bijaarrba) was born
in 1946 and is a Kaiadilt Bentinck Island women
and a senior artist at Mornington Island Art Centre.
Ethel says, “I was born at Oak Tree Point on
Bentinck Island or as we call it Lookati. This is on the
north side of the island. I was only very small when
the missionaries came and took us to Mornington
Island. I was asleep when it happened and when I
woke up we were on Mornington Island. I missed
my parents when we were in the dormitory and
we would often run away to be with them. When I
was older I worked in the hospital and the mission
house. Not long after that I went to Karumba on the
mainland and worked on a cattle station. I moved
around a few stations and on one, Esmerelda, I
met my husband George Thomas. He came back
to Mornington with me and we got married there
and had my eldest son there as well. We went back
to Croydon on the mainland and were gone a long
time. When my husband got sick and passed away
I returned to Mornington Island in time for our
people starting an outstation on Bentinck Island at
Main Base or Ninjilki.
“I was fishing again and hunting with the old
ladies. I learnt from the old ladies, Aunty Dawn,
May and Sally and my older sisters how to speak
my language again and make string bags and
necklaces. I went around to see the islands. I was
seeing my family again and hunting.”

Portrait Ethel Thomas. Image: Edwina Circuitt IACA

“It’s good painting all
day to get away from
the house and have a
break.”

“Aunty Sally Gabori showed me her paintings when
she first visited Bentinck again after being away for
such a long time. She gave me one because I am
her favourite. Now I am doing paintings with my
sisters and aunties. It’s good painting all day to get
away from the house and have a break.”

Ethel Thomas, Bijurra Cockle
shells, 2019. Image: MI Art
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Artists Welcome CIAF 2019

Born at the Presbyterian Mission at Aurukun in 1960, Garry Namponan
is the eldest of eight children born to Angus Namponan and Chrissie
Peemuggina. Garry’s father, Angus Namponan was a prominent Wik
carver in Aurukun and most of his sons have followed in his footsteps.
Garry’s brothers, Lex, Leigh, Bevan and Leo are both established and
emerging carvers and form an important core of artists within the Wik and
Kugu Arts Centre.

The IACA Artists Welcome event is a highlight on the
yearly calendar for our remote Indigenous artists and
art centre staff. The Welcome provides members the
chance to catch-up with others who have made the
annual expedition to Cairns. This year, special guest
Ian Coates from the National Museum of Australia
(NMA) announced the exciting news that IACA will
be partnering with the NMA to host and acquire the
Belonging exhibition in Canberra in 2021.
The 2019 Lucille Osborne Emerging Artist Memorial
Fellowship was awarded to Dorothy Gabori of
Mornington Island Arts who humbly accepted her
prize on stage while images of her artworks were
beautifully projected behind her. Pam Bigelow took
the opportunity to publicly acknowledge and farewell
outgoing Girringun Art Centre Manager Valerie
Keenan with a heartfelt thank you for all her hard work
over the years.
A highlight of the event was undoubtedly the
Belonging Exhibition Preview Projection curated by
Glenn Iseger-Pilkington. Behind the scenes images
of IACA’s Belonging project were displayed inside

In Profile: Garry Namponan

Garry Namponan works across a range of media including sculpture,
printmaking, book illustration and painting. Garry studied art at the
Bachelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education, Northern Territory
in the early 1980s and is one of the leading carvers at the Wik and Kugu
Arts Centre at Aurukun. Since 2002, his work has been included in major
national and international exhibitions and is represented in both public
and private collections.
Dorothy Gabori receiving her Fellowship with Pam Bigelow and Abe
Muriata. Image. IACA

the venue simultaneously with select artwork images projected
outside onto the side of the building, trees and the footpath.
These projections continued every night during the week of
CIAF to the delight of many passers-by, especially children who
couldn’t resist interacting with the vibrant, lit-up artworks.

Dolly Loogatha work projection on Wharf One Café at IACA Artists Welcome. Image: Paul Barron

Garry is known as a master carver, and is especially famous for his
beautiful Ku (dogs). His sculptures of camp dogs, dingo’s and owls are
representations of figures of potent religious and spiritual significance.
Garry has an impressive exhibition history of over 17 years including
Queensland Gallery of Modern Art and the Ian Potter Museum of Art, and
his carvings were recently featured at Sydney Contemporary.
In the past year, Garry has been exploring painting and exhibited his first
ever large-scale painting at Cairns Indigenous Art Fair in 2019. Garry’s
most recent exhibition was in December 2019, part of a group show
titled Shiver - exploring the themes of the Indigenous Shark, at Onespace
Gallery in Brisbane.
Garry Namponan. Image: Wik and Kugu Arts
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Garry Namponan with his carved owl. Image: Wik
and Kugu Arts

“Garry has
an impressive
exhibition history of
over 17 years ”

Northern Disclosure: inspirational
workshops at Moa Art Centre

Yarrabah Arts shines at
Arts Ablaze
This year the Yarrabah Arts & Cultural Precinct, in
partnership with the State Library of Queensland
and the Flying Arts Alliance, opened the Jabu Birriny
[land + sea] touring exhibition at the Yarrabah
Menmuny Museum Gallery.
The exhibition showcases the work of eight Yarrabah
artists - Philomena Yeatman, Michelle Yeatman,
Valmai Pollard, Edna Ambrym, Ruben Ambrym,
Elverina Johnson and Eric Orcher. The exhibition
will continue to tour venues around Queensland in
2020.

Portrait photography exercise during the Northern Disclosure workshops. Image: IACA Rebecca Dagnall

The tail end of 2019 saw the Northern Disclosure team
of Rebecca Dagnall and Curtis Taylor facilitate workshops
in photography and video making at Moa Arts. The
workshops were a great opportunity to connect with
community members who wouldn’t normally be involved
in art centre projects and have resulted in some amazing
digital media projects. Without pre-empting these works –
you’ll see them in the IACA Belonging Exhibition in 2021
– what has become clear is just how deeply the currents of
creativity run through the community.

We saw stories about water and the tide, stories about
weaving and community, stories about family and what it
means to be a young person living in an island community.
They were simple and honest stories, straight from the
heart. The best kind of stories.

The exhibition then toured and opened in October
at the Arts Ablaze Regional Arts Conference in the
Kooralbyn Valley near Brisbane, and featured two
Yarrabah artists, Philomena Yeatman and Eric Orcher.
Flying Arts Alliance said they were delighted to host
the pair and Flying Arts Exhibition Program’s Lisa
Beilby said, “Yarrabah Art Centre Manager Darrell
Harris was also our guest as part of the residency
of the Jabu Birriny (land + sea) exhibition at the
Conference”.
Held on Mununjali country, Arts Ablaze was a
state-wide festival showcasing creative practice
across regional Queensland. The week-long
event bought together key creatives from diverse
locations including Yarrabah, the Moa Island,
Longreach, Woorabinda, Brisbane, Bundjalung and
Quandamooka countries.

Philomena Yeatman at the Arts Arts Ablaze Regional Arts Conference.
Image: Yarrabah Art

“there were great
opportunities to
network”

The week began with a wonderful Welcome to
Country and afternoon tea for the Yarrabah touring
exhibition artists, hosted by Mununjali Elders and
community members. The greetings were warm
and young people from community performed a
welcome dance.

The artists and Art Centre workers picked up a lot of great
new skills, which they continue to use in their work today,
however the real surprise was the natural ability of the
community participants. Their appetite for learning was a
joy to watch. They were so inspired by Rebecca and Curtis
and the stories they wanted to bring to life, that nobody
was in a hurry to leave at the end of the day, so the lights
stayed on!

a panel with IACA board members Darrell Harris and Eric
Orcher to speak about how to set up an art centre.
As always, there were great opportunities to network,
particularly for Indigenous artists who had travelled from
many different parts of Queensland and who would greatly
benefit from access to IACA as a peak body.

During the conference, IACA Manager Pam Bigelow
was invited by the Mununjali Elders to present on
Filming of Flora Au weaving during the Northern Disclosure
Workshshop. Image: IACA Rebecca Dagnall
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Balancing group works with
individual development at
Erub Arts

Lavinia Ketchel with works for Below
the Tide Line, GOMA. Image:
Lynette Griffiths and Erub Arts

Teamwork and sharing are at the very heart of production at Erub
Arts, as the Centre continues to successfully balance the opportunity
of large-scale group works with individual development. While all
Erub artists are involved in large collaborations and exhibitions,
the Centre works hard to ensure artists also have enough time
to develop their own individual strengths and works in various
mediums.
A recent exhibition titled Side Effect at Onespace Brisbane, was
a group exhibition that featured Ellarose Savage and Jimmy K
Thaiday’s ceramic work. Ellarose’s work centred around stories from
her childhood, while Jimmy recreated traditional stories in fine
carved lines.
Also at Onespace, Jimmy John Thaiday and Jimmy K Thaiday both
featured ghost net sharks for Shiver, a group exhibition exploring the
shark as an iconic Australian marine animal.
Jimmy K Thaiday’s work was selected by Max Delany, Director of
Australian Centre for Contemporary art, alongside 34 Far North
Queensland artists for the ARTNOW FNQ show at Cairns Art Gallery.
Jimmy created a small body of beautifully carved, deconstructed
club heads (Gabba Gab) from clay.
Keeping with their philosophy of spreading the ocean conservation
message, Erub artists have teamed up with collaborators Marion
Gaemers and Lynnette Griffiths in Below the Tide Line, working with
the GOMA team to produce an exquisite installation in the children’s
space as part of the WATER exhibition. While these installations
appeared in international shows in 2015, Monaco in 2016, Sydney
Biennale, Geneva and Singapore 2017, this is the first time they have
been featured at a premier State institution.
Erub artist Florence Gutchen commented, “We are helping to
spread the word about the damage these drift nets do, all people
and nations need to work together across the world”. The
exhibition calls for participants to join workshops and collaborate
with artists on an underwater coral bommie, reinforcing the message
that the ocean belongs to all of us and we need to look after it.
Lynnette Griffiths,
Arts Development and Exhibitions Manager
Swim away little squid, Artworks for Below the tide Line, GOMA. Image: Lynette Griffiths and Erub Arts
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Pormpuraaw: four art fairs,
four months, four states

Bana Yirriji Art Centre back
in business

Lila Creek with her painted driftwood
artworks for Endeavour Voyage at Wujal
Wujal. Image: Edwina Circuitt IACA

Pormpuraaw artworks at Tandanya during Tarnanthi. Image: Pormpuraaw Art Centre

artists and their works, spectacularly showcased in one place.

Attending art fairs across Australia sets the foundation
of Pormpuraaw Art Centre’s core marketing activity and
commercial gallery exhibitions. This year, from July to
October, artists from Pormpuraaw Art Centre travelled to
and participated in the Cairns Indigenous Art Fair (CIAF),
Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair (DAAF), Sydney Contemporary
and Tarnanthi.

Following a month later, Pormpuraaw was invited to the
Sydney Contemporary to be a part of the Inkmasters and
Theo Tremblay display which formed part of the Paper
Contemporary. With many national and international
galleries and a great number of visitors attending, Sydney
Contemporary provides exceptional opportunities for
Far North Queensland art centres, and Pormpuraaw has
committed to return with Inkmasters next year, perhaps even
investing in a bigger stall.

The art fair season is held within a tight window of 12
weeks over the dry season. It kicks off with CIAF in July,
where this year Pormpuraaw ran a ghost net weaving
activity with two of its artists and many volunteers creating
a beautiful sea turtle. It was a great opportunity for
Pormpuraaw to reinforce its important role in the larger
Far North Queensland community.

The final art fair for the year was Tarnanthi, Adelaide. This
was Pormpuraaw’s fourth year of attendance at Tarnanthi
and of the over 40 who participated, it was the only art
centre from Queensland. This year, Pormpuraaw was part
of a collaborative language program run by linguist Louise
Ashmore. Tarnanthi is very generous with their support of
Pormpuraaw and each year the Centre sees many repeat
customers who visit and purchase works each year.

Next, one of the biggest Indigenous art fairs in Australia,
DAAF, opened in the NT. With 74 art centers attending, it
was truly amazing to be part of such a large gathering of
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Driftwood pieces collected from Weary Bay beach by Bana Yirriji artist Lila Creek during the Cultural
Connections workshop. Image: Edwina Circuitt IACA

After nine months of renovation
after major flood damage in
January 2019, the Bana Yirriji
artists have finally moved back
into their art centre studio. It
has then been a major project
of unpacking, sorting and
organizing however the artists
are now in a lovely clean facility.
A few positive changes were
made during the renovation
such as more storage and air

conditioning, and new walls and
hanging system in the gallery and
providing a silver lining to a year of
disruption.
To kick off the new space we had
Edwina Circuitt facilitating a workshop
with artists and Senior curator Shona
Coyne from the National Museum
of Australia for Endeavour Voyage,
The untold stories of Cook and
the first Australians exhibition. The
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the Bana Yirriji
artists have finally
moved back into
their art centre
studio

workshop was held in November and
was what we all needed after a long
period of being in limbo. The workshops
involve collecting materials and other
objects down the beach to work on 3D
artworks and has been a lot of fun with
artists experimenting with new media and
curatorial concepts. The exhibition will
open at the National Museum of Australia
in April 2020.

Ethel Charlie works on her squid.
Image: Lynnette Griffiths and
Erub Arts

Donate Now
IACA is a small organisation that punches above its weight to
support culturally strong best practice Indigenous art enterprises.
Lilly by Indigenous
Ellarose Savage
To make a big difference to Australia’sChubby
most remote
60 x 55 x 35cm,

artists, you can easily donate via our DONATE
NOW button
ghost net and rope featured at

iaca.com.au

on the IACA website www.iaca.com.auMartin
or email
the Sydney.
manager
Browne

Lynnette Griffiths & Erub Arts
manager@iaca.com.au. Donations are Image:
tax deductible.

